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1 The Challenge
1 The Challenge

A BASE JUMPER, hanging thirty feet off the ground from parachute shrouds—tangled in branches of what seemed the only tree on the beach—swayed back and forth as a green uniformed park ranger approached the challenge. The West Virginia Bridge Day crowd looked on as the ranger proceeded to attempt to climb the tree to rescue the unfortunate base jumper.

Clad in a seat harness and two attached 15-foot etriers, the ranger began to systematically girth hitch up the tree, jockeying his weight back and forth between the two etriers. He could only place the etriers as high as he could reach so his progress was slow. He retied each etrier with each step.

For an arborist, it must have been painful to watch. Progress was measured in short 8 to 12 inch bites. Frequently, the ranger got tangled in his long etriers, and they in turn got tangled in branches.

Hours passed as this dedicated ranger worked to rescue the drifter. Rangers on the ground placed rubber river rafts in a pile below the parachutist to cushion a fall. The climbing ranger finally reached the branch that had hooked the base jumper. He threw a safety line over a crotch in the shin-bone sized limb and at this point ran out of tricks.

What could the ranger do? Turn from his perch and yell for an arborist in the crowd to coach him on his next move? Would it have been appropriate for a rope rescue dude to strut forward and announce to the ranger:

“I know how to perform aerial rescues.”

Would the ranger’s liability have allowed him to welcome the help? Would his ego?

No, the ranger was on his own with an empty bag of tricks. In the painful end, the ranger used a handsaw to cut the limb. The jumper fell onto the rafts, unharmed. The ranger as well as the jumper were lucky. The parachutist could have died from compartmental syndrome or bounced off the rafts onto a rock, and the ranger easily could have died of frustration or embarrassment.

They both had harnesses. They both had vertical skills. They both were apparently not afraid of heights.

More Skills Needed

But, they both lacked the skills they needed to cross the line to another discipline and use their bag of tricks to serve selfish purposes. This is what On Rope is all about—filling that bag with techniques and methods, crossing the lines into other disciplines, and providing casual rope users with the knowledge they need to become accomplished rope and rigging technicians.

A second edition of On Rope has been needed almost since its first publication in October 1987. Since the technology has been refined—and in some cases redefined—a new rope user’s manual has been sorely needed.

An exciting outcome of On Rope has been the initiation of a cross pollination among the rope-using cultures of the world. There are millions of people in the world who own some form of a seat harness and use ropes, lanyards, and wire rope. They expose themselves routinely to the pull of gravity, defy heights, and challenge the elements. These millions of people are now discovering other exciting high angle activi-
ties. Many of these efforts actually provide a paycheck.

*On Rope* contains descriptions of practical equipment and safe rope-work techniques commonly used in North America. It is the instruction manual for single rope techniques. This book will never claim to contain everything a rope-meister should ever know. However, it is a great springboard to many of the philosophies and techniques needed by rope users.

**Who needs *On Rope***?

Anyone who needs to know about the equipment and skills necessary to go up and down a fixed rope should study this book carefully. Included are:

- Cave explorers
- Mountaineers
- Firefighters
- S.W.A.T. personnel
- Arborists
- Circus riggers
- Theater crews
- Military people
- Sailors
- Rock climbers
- Roofers
- High angle rescuers
- Hollywood
- Ropes courses users
- Steeplejacks
- River runners
- Window cleaners
- Bridge inspectors
- Blimp operators
- Rescue helicopter pilots
- Ski lift rescuers
- Tramway operators
- Rain forest canopy workers
- Forest rangers.

*On Rope* will help these people, from beginners to old-timers, approach the topic correctly. The sequence of chapters and many illustrations make the book a “natural” for use as a classroom text or as a reference book to be consulted again and again.

**Abundance of Gear**

There is an abundance of rope-oriented equipment for sale out there. However there is a lack of information on its proper use. In addition, the woods are full of semi-trained, word-of-mouth trained, and I-think-it-works-this-way “experts.”

People looking for information on ropework are often without resources. There really is no set standard for competence in an instructor. Instructors are often judged by the drops or caves they have done.

“Experienced” old-timers are often not up to date on current trends, methods, and systems, and are too prideful or embarrassed to ask. These old-timers are encouraged to update themselves and remain current. *On Rope*, along with quality instruction and hands-on practice, will produce competent vertical people.

**North Americans**

The basic North American is caver an individual working alone or as part of a team working toward common objectives. If two climbers have an identical rig, it happened by mistake. The wonderful thing about this individuality is that it encourages innovation, experimentation, and discovery.

North Americans—primarily cavers—began to define the technology in the 1940’s and developed the three-knot climbing system in the 1950’s, which is still in use. The 1960’s brought advances in technology combined with increasing numbers of people taking to the out-of-doors. Then, during the 1970’s, 1980’s, and 1990’s, the type of gear and its availability expanded exponentially.

The number of rope users increases dramatically each year. The fire/rescue market, realizing the importance of the technology, has emerged as America’s largest user of rope and related equipment. With that growth comes the increased challenge to educate and train these people in the proper use of single ropes and their associated equipment.
Who Made *On Rope* the Authority?

You did. The two authors do not claim to have all the answers. Fortunately, there is a vast amount of research now available on various topics. Each chapter concludes with a list of references used to prepare that chapter. These reference lists are not to be considered an exhaustive bibliography but, rather, an available reference for further study of topics discussed in each chapter.

After the initial research and writing, each chapter, along with the rough proposed drawings, was sent to knowledgeable individuals, the Vertical Section Board members, volunteers, and specialists. Their comments were then collected and incorporated into each section. Proofreaders repeatedly provided review at each step of the process.

The Glossary

The Glossary is a list of technical terms that usually are defined in the text when first introduced. However, if the reader happens upon an unfamiliar word, consult Chapter 15, the Glossary. This compilation not only defines words used in the text, but also terms likely to be encountered in training classes or contacts with other rope users.

New Ideas Welcomed

In the end the authors were the final jury. Subjects such as mountaineering, nautical, rock climbing, and rescue have been left to the specialists. There already exist vast libraries written by seasoned experts on these subjects to which *On Rope* could not do justice.

With regard to SRT (Single Rope Techniques), there always will exist differing opinions. The authors have attempted to remain objective. There is no doubt the future will reveal that some of the practices detailed in *On Rope* can be improved by some technique or piece of equipment yet to be developed.

Suggestions, criticism, new ideas, techniques, and equipment are always welcome. Contact the authors through the National Speleological Society office. The address is in Chapter 13.

A Practical Approach

*On Rope* is a practical approach to North American ropework skills. Whether you call it ropework, vertical work, or SRT, the technology of all the different users of rope has one common goal, getting *On Rope*.

As this organization has grown, it is obvious that it has become the epicenter of the rope using world. It is important for rope users to recognize that using rope can be dangerous and should never be approached in a cavalier fashion.

Users are encouraged to rise to a new plateau of self expectation. Experienced, competent users will be called upon by the courts, armed forces, industry, rescue, adventure seekers, and a long list of those seeking the correct and safe way to use ropes.

Sound, thorough knowledge based on current tested facts should determine the approach to this topic and not the “feel good” approaches that too many of the old guard rely upon.

Be progressive. Be precise. Be the technician that is necessary to remain on the safe leading edge of this craft. Never lose the passion for that which you love.

It is important for rope users to recognize that using rope can be dangerous and should never be approached in a cavalier fashion.